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Abstract: The art of hiding texts in one another is one of the co families of cryptography or encryption 
that are used widely due to industrial request for leaving workd in video films and sound in order to 
perform copyright. Adding a sign into a photo, video or sound is called water marking or finger 
printing in order to show identity of the sign. Water making and finger printing are a little different 
form each other. When a brand is stored in a work such as photo, video or sound, it is called water 
marking but hiding a serial number or a feature of one thing in a similar thing is called finger printing. 
Both of them are used to prevent works robbery. The latter is used for finding copy right offenders and 
the former is used for its confirmation. But these two methods are parts of a more general section 
called steganography. This paper is aimed to give information about steganography. In order to reach 
this goal, a history of this will be stated which dated back to ancient Greece then different methods will 
be explained such as hiding information in the text, photo or the sound. In methods of stegnography in 
text, three methods are studied including life shift coding, word shift coding and feature coding. Other 
interesting methods such as shifting sentence grammar will be investigated. Stegnography in photo 
started when powerful computers were introduced. Software tools that are doing this activity are 
sometimes accessible on the internet freely. In this section, least significant bit insertion will be 
studied; we also will observe complex methods such as filtering and masking. Then different methods 
are studied in sound including least significant bit insertion, phase coding, spread spectrum coding and 
echo hiding. At the end, we explain steganalysis or science of finding hidden information. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Certainly when you were a small child, you had written down something by lemon juice on a paper and 
when it was dried, you could see the written text miraculously by heating it. In fact, when you are older and 
became familiar with notes, you could see written texts and photos by exposing it against the sun light (water 
mark). Both of these methods relate to stegnography meaning hidden writing. In Greece, stegnography means 
covered or hidden writing. It is co family with cryptography but is not as same as it. Stegnography is aimed to 
hide presence of a message whereas cryptography tries to change present message into non understandable 
message so that regarding stegnography, it is said that the goal of stegnography is to store messages in one 
another such that the enemy cannot understand the first message integrated in the second message. There are 
many approaches for hiding information in different media. Among them, invisible ink, microdot, digital 
signature, complex channels and spread spectrum communications can be referred. Today due to advance 
technologies, stegnography is used in text, photo, sound, signals and other media. The superiority of 
stegnography is that a message can be sent without being understood by another one. In encryption, the sender 
and receiver are exchanging information which is not understood by third party. However, stegnography has 
some disadvantages. For example, for sending a couple of bits, a large number of bits without data are required 
and its over head is high and as soon as disclosure of the algorithm, another method cannot be used for hiding 
data. In general it is said that before hiding text in stegnography, it is advised to encrypt it so when your text is 
recovered from covered messages, it cannot be readable although the text can be replaced in covered message 
without text encryption. 
 
Introductory To Terminologies: 

Some terms were developed in stegnography Names of cover host and embedded in workshop of hiding 
data have been defined in Cambridge. The term cover is defined as a message in which other information will be 
replaced such as photo, sound, video and text. Data which are inserted in cover are called embedded…. Are 
information that includes both cove and embedded. Reasonably the processing resulting in information 
embedded in covered information is called embedding. In particular, in stegnography of photo, host's photo is 
called container. 
 
History: 

First applications of Stegnography were documented by Herodotus, a Greek historian. Its story goes back to 
ancient Greece. When Greek governor was imprisoned by Darius in Susa in fifth century B.C. he had to send a 
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secret message to his stepbrother, Miletus. So he shaved his slave's head and tattooed a message on his head. 
When the slave's hair grew enough, he was sent to the destination. Another story relates to the same king. 
Tablets were used for writing in those days which were covered by wax. One of governors wanted to inform 
him that his country will be invaded. In order to hide the message, he erased the tablet by wax and etched the 
text on a wooden tablet then again covered it by wax and the tablet was like unused tablets. Then the tablet was 
sent to the destination without facing problem in inspections.  

Invisible inks are one of the most common tools for stegnography. In ancient Rome, inks such as lemon 
juice were used for writing among lines. When the text was heat, the text became dark and apparent. Invisible 
inks were also used in World War Π. 

One of the pioneers of stegnography and cryptography was Johannes Trithemius, a German clergyman. His 
first work on stegnography is called steganographia in which magic and divination systems were described. In 
this book, complicated systems of cryptography are also found. This book was not published during his time 
because he was afraid of his secret disclosure. The first real book, steganographica, was written by 
GaspariSchotti in 400 pages in 1665. But most of his ideas were related to Terithemiuse. He was the initiator of 
this way. 

Steganography was developed in 15 and 16 centuries. Since most of these books’ authors feared from 
generating discord between parties and sects. They hid their names like stories among the books. One essay that 
has been written about this field was by Bishop John Wikins, who then had reached to professorship in Trinity 
College. He suggested some methods from coding massages in music to invisible inks. He also made first 
designs by using words alternation.  

One of its examples returns to the beginning of the century in the Boer war. Robert Baden-Powell drew a 
map in the form of butterfly instead of drawing it by a general method in order to register the enemy’s artillery 
place, so, if he was being arrested, nobody understood any thing about it.  

Steganography was noticed much in the Second World War and many experiences were acquired about this 
field. Invisible inks were used in the beginning of war, but then they used general letters and massages to hide 
the main massage. These massages were about very simple and unimportant things to attract nobody’s attention. 
Therefore, they transferred these massages and nobody suspected them. For example, this text was transferred 
by German spies in the Second World War:  

Apparently neutral's protest is thoroughly discounted and ignored. Isman hard hit. Blockade issue affects 
pretext for embargo on by-products, ejecting suets and vegetable oils. 
But after decoding this text after receiving the second letter, the following text was extracted from its words:  
Pershing sails from NY June 1. 

Texts’ designing was also used for hiding information. 
They marked the text and made it identifiable by adjusting the place of lines and words. Some tools such as 

needle were used to specify the interested words. 
In the same manner that because of technology development hiding information without being seen was 

done with high volume, the science of finding hidden texts was also developing. 
FBI attendant had such interpretation about Microdot invention by Germans as: “The enemy’s masterpiece 

of espionage”, microdots were very small pictures, which included different information such as picture and 
text. These pictures were in the size of a dot, so, a simple text can be written by them. For example, much 
information can be placed in a word on the lines. 

In fact, the space of sending texts by these methods was so that many limitations were implemented on 
sending texts and even pictures. These limitations are very meaningless today. 

Chess posts, weaving maps, newspaper slices and even children’s painting were forbidden in the United 
States. Even sending flower was forbidden in England and United states. 

But steganography was really flourished in the twentieth century. 
Steganography had surprising progress in the time of computers. 
Old methods of hiding in picture became strong by entering powerful computers. We will see other 

methods of steganography in the future. 
 
The Difference Between Steganography and Cryptography: 

Steganography may be mistaken for cryptography. In fact the philosophy of steganography is to hide the 
massage in such a form that nobody notices its presence, while the goal of cryptography is to change the 
massage in such a form that is unintelligible for another person and it is not important whether he notices the 
massage or not. 
 
Staganography in Different Media: 

In the next three sections, we discuss about how to use and create steganography in text, picture and sound. 
Mostly, while it is not necessary, they encrypt hidden texts, too. This is for following one of 

Kershehoflawsin cryptography. According to this law, it must be presumed that the enemy has science and 
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technology and can determine that you have used steganography. The only part that the enemy is unaware about 
is the short word that is used for decoding. System must be in such a form that the enemy has no chance for 
finding your text without that word.  

We should consider the following notes when hiding information:  
Covering information must be in such a form that they don’t change when we hid the interested information 

in them, the hidden information must be in such a form that is not seen, but it doesn’t mean hiding forever, the 
information can be seen but not attract anybody’s attention. 

The hidden information must be hidden directly in covering information and not be placed in the header or 
above it.  

The hidden information should have sufficient resistance against the attacks and methods to overcome 
them.  

The hidden information can be changed slightly as the covering information change, so, they should have 
ability to use fault finding codes. 

The hidden information must have the ability to recover some missed parts of the covering information. For 
example, if only a part of picture is available, the main massage can be extracted from that part. 
 
Steganography in Text: 

Illegal distribution of written texts by advanced tools such as electronic post is one of the problems of 
authors; it means that without paying cost to the writer, they give his written texts to the others. Some methods 
were invented to prevent from this work, such as making a word, which is not seen by the reader’s point of 
view, but its characteristic is the text, or coding the text or change it in such a way that can not be copied by 
photocopy systems, another method is to use marginal words, which are hidden, but we can make mail servers 
sensitive to them to prevent from its distribution. Some methods, which were used in some texts, are as 
followings:  
 
Line-Shift Coding: 

In this method, text lines are shifted slightly in the vertical direction to make a unique shape. Its coding and 
decoding is done generally by reviewing text picture. 

A good combination is produced by shifting the second line of each page up or down by 1/300 inches, 
which maintains its features even after 20 times of text copying. 

But in this method, the reader can see by using distance determining tools or if he copies part of the text, the 
information is missed. 

However, this method is good for printed texts because the text must be scanned for copying it, its line must 
be transferred again to the elsewhere and reprinted. 
 
Word-Shift Coding: 

In this method, the code is stored by horizontal shifting in some words in such a way that it maintains its 
natural state. This method can also be implemented both in the text file and its picture. For implementing this 
method, only a text with regular words is acceptable, i.e. they are not inclined to right, left or middle sides.  

For example, the maximal and minimal distances between words on one line can be found and reduce 
farther distance by specified amount and increase the shorter distance by the same amount, line’s length is 
maintained by this method. 

This method is seen less by the reader because changing the distance between words for filling one line is 
very common but word shift coding is observable and identifiable by two methods. 

If one person is aware of distances algorithm, he can compare the current text with the algorithm and find 
hidden information by differences. 

The second method is point to point reviewing of picture text to specify the changed distances. 
This method is very time consuming and the possibility of finding hidden information is very high in it. 

 
Feature Coding: 

A third method, which has been suggested for this work is feature coding that is implemented in text 
pictures or its formatting file. In this method some text features are changed according to the code word. For 
example, the last letters of some lines, which are h, b, etc. may move up or down slightly or decrease or increase 
its length according to code word and bits, which are to be hidden in the text. Main text can be found by using 
covering text picture without hidden text or by awaring of hiding algorithm by this method. 

In this method, because of the existence of many places for changing in the text, much information can be 
hidden, while the reader pays no attention to them at all.  
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Other Methods: 
Other attractive methods for coding texts are as follows: 
Open space methods acts like the above methods.  
Syntactic method is implemented with dot and other signs. 
Semantic method changes the words. 
 
In syntactic method, which is a very attractive method, placing some dots or text signs is used. For example, 

both of the following texts are correct in meaning, but the first one has an additional sign: bread, butter, and 
milk and bread, butter and milk. Furthermore, another method is using abbreviations. Syntactic method is almost 
performable in English language, this method has low efficiency, which means that for hiding only some bits, 
the main text equals many kilobits is needed. 

Another method is semantic. A text can be placed and hidden in another text by using synonym word, for 
example the word big can have the value of 1 and large can equal to 0. Some times, this method makes the text 
meaningless.  
 
Conclusion: 

For nullifying this method, all the letters can be placed in a constant distance to the others, easily. Some 
times, this method is combined with word shifting to make more complicated algorithms. 
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